
THE ARK
itinErant EXHiBition
For a renaissance of  architecture



Every night we fear to fall asleep because when we wake up, Brussels has one more scar... 
Beauty has left architecture and its loss is cruel. our cities are getting uglier and we are powerless to 
change the course of  things. this is why La table ronde de l’architecture, an association born in Brus-
sels, draws counter-projects to show citizens that an alternative to modernist-globalized architecture is 
possible!

For the first time, La Table Ronde de l’Architecture presents its work to the general public in several em-
blematic places of  the capital (see agenda below) in the form of  an itinerant exhibition entitled the ark. 

A new face for the Place de Brouckère, a new skin for the very grey and sinister Tour Blaton, reinvent-
ed streets in Brussels, Antwerp, Liège, Namur, new cities emerging in Belgium, the United Kingdom, 
america... Everything is possible and the only limit to architecture is imagination! to put an end to the 
insipid architecture of  glass and concrete, the round table of  architecture invites you to come and 
discover a selection of  50 projects that give pride of  place to art, craftsmanship, natural materials and 
the continuation of  the glorious styles that once made Brussels the most beautiful city in the world. 

During the exhibition, you will have the opportunity to meet architects from all over the world who 
are fighting for the revival of  traditional and local styles, craftsmen who perpetuate our know-how and 
lovers of  the history of  cities. There will also be drawing workshops, lectures on architecture and con-
struction, and chamber music concerts. 

PROGRAM OF THE ARK 2021-2022 - Free exhibition*

17 - 19/09 - The counter-project, a tool for the citizen - Abbaye du Rouge-Cloître - 10am to 6pm
16 - 31/10 - La Gare Maritime (Tour&Taxis) - 10am to 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm to 5:00 pm (Mon-Sun)
19/11 - 05/12 - The Royal Philanthropy Society - 2:00 to 6:30 pm (Mon-Fri) and 2:00 to 4:30 pm (Sat-Sun)
09/12 - 15/01 - The Charlier Museum - 12:00 to 17:00 (Mon-Thurs) and 10:00 to 13:00 (Fri & Sun) - *ad-
mission fee

For more information on the program of  concerts, art of  Building roundtables and workshops: 

www.latablerondearchitecture.com
contact@latablerondearchitecture.com 

Instagram and Facebook: @latablerondearchitecture

THE ARK
ITINERANT ExHIBITION OF cONTEMPORARy TRAdITIONAL ARcHITEcTURE 

Organised by La Table Ronde de l’Architecture asbl & INTBAU Belgium 
From 17 September 2021 to 15 January 2022 in Brussels

Against the disfigurement of  cities, 
For a human and sustainable architecture


